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Color Schemes in Department
Store Branding
Annaleia Altstaetter, Graphic Design, Design Research Methods

Why are color schemes important?

How are color schemes used in graphic design?
●
●
●

Communicates the message behind a design
Reflects the brand essence
Influences customers to purchase on impulse
or choose their service over a competitor’s

The Color Red
●
●
●
●

Grabs people’s attention
Associated with passion, excitement,
and movement
Encourages an appetite
Creates a sense of urgency

Macy’s Advertisements
Magazine Cover

Weekly Ad

Website Ad

Macy’s Social Media Ads
Instagram

Twitter

Facebook

Macy’s Conclusion
●

The overall message was saving money with discounted prices. The message
was consistent throughout all advertisements. The targeted audience is
middle-class women who have families. The media was appropriate to reach
the audience.

Tj Maxx Advertisements
Website Ads

Weekly Ad

Tj Maxx Social Media Ads
Instagram

Twitter

Facebook

Tj Maxx Conclusion
●

The overall message was saving money in style. The message was
consistent throughout all advertisements. The targeted audience is
middle-class women between the ages of 16-40. The media was appropriate
to reach the audience.

Jcpenney Advertisements
Magazine Ad

Weekly Ad

Website Ad

Jcpenney Social Media Ads
Instagram

Twitter

Facebook

Jcpenney Conclusion
●

The overall message was saving money in style. The message was
consistent throughout all advertisements. The targeted audience is
upper-middle and middle class families. The media was appropriate to reach
the audience.

Questionnaire Results

Questionnaire Results

Questionnaire Results

Conclusion
In the industry of department stores, the consistent color scheme is a bold red
color with same darker accent shades of navy blue and black. The color choices
communicate the brand’s essence of saving money through discounted prices.

Thank you!
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